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Foreword 
 
 

In effecting Related Party and Connected Party Transactions, whether directly or 
through Subsidiaries, the Board of Directors of Banca Generali S.p.A. (hereinafter also 
referred to as “Banca Generali” or the “Company”), and other corporate bodies 
(hereinafter “Delegated Bodies”), shall comply with the following procedure 
(hereinafter the “Procedure”) aimed at ensuring that the transactions in question are 
carried out in accordance with the principles of transparency and correctness in both 
substantive and procedural terms. 
In accordance with the Regulations approved by CONSOB pursuant to Resolution No. 
17221 of 12 March 2010, as further amended by Resolution No. 17389 of 23 June 2010 
(hereinafter also referred to as the “Regulations”, "CONSOB Regulations” or the 
“RPR”), this Procedure was approved by the Banca Generali’s Board of Directors on 5 
November 2010, after having heard the favourable opinion issued by the Internal 
Control Committee (currently the Internal Audit and Risk Committee) on 27 October 
2010 pursuant to Article 4 of the Regulation, in application of a specific mandate 
conferred on the latter by the Board of Directors on 29 September 2010. 
 
Following the adoption by the Bank of Italy, on 12 December 2011, of the Provisions 
on risk assets and conflicts of interest of banks and banking groups with Connected 
Parties (hereinafter also “Bank of Italy Provisions” or “Provisions”), this Procedure 
was amended through the Board of Directors’ Resolution of 21 June 2012 — after 
having heard the favourable opinion issued by the Internal Audit and Risk Committee 
and the Board of Statutory Auditors pursuant to Article 2, Section III, of the Provisions 
on 20 June 2012 — in order to align the Procedure to the Bank of Italy Provisions.  
 

In addition, the Procedure complies with the provisions set forth in Article 150 of TUF 
and those introduced by the Bank of Italy on 2 July 2013 on Highly Significant 
Transactions. 

 
This Procedure is thus adopted in compliance with the requirements set forth in Article 
2391-bis of the Italian Civil Code, Article 4 of the Rules, Article 2, Section III, of the 
Bank of Italy Provisions and Article 9 of the Corporate Governance Code for Listed 
Companies (the “Code”). 
 
The Procedure is intended to implement the aforementioned regulations by adopting, at 
group level, rules on transactions with Related Parties and Connected Parties governing 
the related investigation activities and approval, reporting and disclosure powers. 
 
With reference to the purposes and intentions of the regulatory requirements, CONSOB 
Regulations bases its provisions upon the implementation — in terms of transparency 
and substantive and procedural propriety — of the entire process of managing 
transactions with Related Parties, whereas the Bank of Italy proposes a regulatory 
framework geared towards preventing the conflicts of interest that may arise when 
transactions are concluded with Connected Parties. The Provisions are also aimed at 
ensuring an efficient management of the risk that the closeness of certain persons to the 
Bank’s decision-making centres could compromise the objectivity and impartiality of 
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decisions pertaining to the approval of loans and other transactions involving the said 
persons, and potentially give rise to distortions in the resource-allocation process, 
expose the Bank to risks that are not adequately measured or contained, and/or result in 
harm and losses to depositors and shareholders. Consequently, their purpose lies within 
the realm of sound and prudent management of banking enterprises. 
 
This Procedure is available for consultation at Banca Generali’s corporate website at 
www.bancagenerali.com, in the Corporate Governance section. 
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1. Definitions 
 
Within the scope of this Procedure, the following definitions shall apply with reference 
to both the CONSOB Regulations and the Bank of Italy Provisions, unless otherwise 
specified. 

Independent Directors: shall have the meaning specified in Article 6. 

Unrelated Directors: Company directors other than the counterparty in a specific 
transaction and any and all such counterparty’s Related Parties and Connected Parties. 

Non-executive Directors: the directors acknowledged by Banca Generali as serving in a 
non-executive capacity within the meaning of the Code. 

Risk assets: net exposures, as defined for the purposes of rules governing the 
concentration of risks1. 

Committee: shall have the meaning specified in Article 7. 

Internal Audit and Risk Committee: vested with consultative and recommendatory 
functions in respect of internal controls and risk management, made up of 4 (four) 
Independent Directors, and placed in charge of the functions specified in the Code and 
in the Banca Generali’s Internal Audit and Risk Committee Rules. For the function to 
be effected as per this Procedure, reference is made to Article 7. 
 
Control/Joint control: 
 

A. CONSOB Regulations: 
 

the power to govern the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain 
benefits from its activities.  
Control is presumed to exist when a party owns, directly or indirectly through 
subsidiaries, more than half of the voting rights of an entity unless, in exceptional 
circumstances, it can be clearly demonstrated that such ownership does not constitute 
Control. Control also exists when a party owns half or less of the voting rights of an 
entity and there is: 
(a) control of more than half of the voting rights by virtue of an agreement with other 

investors; 
(b) the power to govern the financial and management policies of the entity under a 

statute or an agreement; 
(c) the power to appoint or remove the majority of the members of the board of 

directors or equivalent governing body, and control of the entity is by that board 
or body; 

(d) the power to cast the majority of votes at meetings of the board of directors or 
equivalent governing body, and control of the entity is by that board or body. 

 

1 Cf. Title V, Chapter 1, Section I, paragraph 3, as well as "Instructions on Reporting Regulatory Capital and Capital 
Ratios” (Circular No. 155 of 18 December 1991), Section 5. 
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Pursuant to the CONSOB Regulations, joint control is the contractually agreed sharing 
of control over any economic activity. 
 
 

B. Bank of Italy Provisions: 
 

pursuant to Article 23 of the Consolidation Law on Banking (TUB): the cases provided 
for in Article 2359, paragraphs 1 and 2, of the Italian Civil Code; control by contracts or 
clauses of the Articles of Association governing or resulting in the power to exercise 
management or coordination; cases of control in the form of dominant influence. 
Situations of joint control, defined as the contractually established sharing of control of 
an economic activity, also qualify as control. In such cases, the controlling parties are:  
a)  parties with the ability to exercise a decisive influence on the enterprise’s financial 

or operational decisions of a strategic nature2; 
b)  other parties able to condition the management of the enterprise on the basis of the 

equity investments they hold, arrangements entered into in any form, or clauses of 
the Articles of Association governing or resulting in the ability to exercise control. 

Control is relevant even when exercised indirectly through Subsidiaries, Trust 
Companies, or intermediary entities or individuals. Companies and enterprises 
controlled by entities in turn subject to joint control are not considered indirectly 
controlled. 
 
Key Management Personnel (Consob Regulations): those persons having authority and 
responsibility for planning, directing, and controlling the activities of the company. In 
line with corporate policy, this category shall include all the Company’s directors 
(whether executive or otherwise), the acting members of the Board of Statutory 
Auditors, Top Managers (General Manager and Deputy General Managers, if any). 
 
Corporate Officers (Bank of Italy Provisions): persons who perform functions of 
administration, management and control within a bank, parent finance company or 
supervised intermediary. In detail, the definition includes Directors and Statutory 
Auditors, the General Manager and persons who fulfil duties that entail the performance 
of functions equivalent to those of the General Manager (Joint General Managers). 
 
Corporate governance provisions: the Provisions for the supervision of organisation 
and corporate governance of banks, issued by the Bank of Italy through its Circular 
Letter No. 285 “Provisions for the Supervision of Banks” of 17 December 2013, as 
subsequently amended and extended. 
 
Relevant Function: the organisational unit to which the tasks illustrated in this 
Procedure and set forth in internal rules and regulations have been assigned. 
 
Significant Influence: 
 

A. CONSOB Regulations:  
 

2 For example, this situation applies when there are two or more parties, each of which may prevent the adoption by 
the controlled enterprise of financial and operational decisions of a strategic nature by exercising a veto right or 
drawing upon the effect of quorums for decisions by company bodies. 
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the power to shape and inform the financial and management policies of an entity, 
without having control thereof.  
Significant Influence may be gained by share ownership, statute or agreement. If a party 
holds, directly or indirectly (e.g., through Subsidiaries), 20% (twenty percent) or more 
of the voting rights of the investee, it is presumed that the said party has Significant 
Influence, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that this is not the case. Conversely, if 
the party holds, directly or indirectly (e.g. through subsidiaries), less than 20% (twenty 
percent) of the voting rights of the investee, it is presumed that the party does not have 
significant influence, unless such influence can be clearly demonstrated. The fact that a 
given person or party holds an absolute or relative majority of the voting rights does not 
necessarily imply that no other person or party may have Significant Influence. 
Significant Influence is generally deemed to arise in one or more of the following 
circumstances, provided that the same also entails or entail the exercise of decision-
making powers that inform the financial and management policies of an entity, without 
necessarily entailing Control: 
(a) representation on the Board of Directors or equivalent governing body of the 

investee; 
(b) participation in policy-making processes, including participation in decisions 

about dividends or other distributions; 
(c) material transactions between the investor and the investee; 
(d) interchange of managerial personnel; 
(e) provision of essential technical information. 
 

B. Bank of Italy Provisions: 
 
the power to shape and inform the financial and operating policies of an investee 
company, without having control thereof.  
Significant influence is presumed in cases of possession of a direct or indirect equity 
investment equal to or greater than 20% (twenty percent) of capital or voting rights in 
the ordinary general meeting or other equivalent body of the investee, or equal to or 
greater than 10% (ten percent) in cases of companies with shares listed on regulated 
markets.  
In cases of possession of equity investments below the above thresholds, specific 
inquiries must be conducted in order to determine whether significant influence exists, 
referring, at minimum, to the following indicators and taking account of all other 
relevant circumstances:  
(i)  representation within the body of the investee charged with the management 

function or with the strategic supervision function; the mere fact of selecting the 
component representing the minority pursuant to the rules governing issuers of 
shares listed on regulated markets does not, in and of itself, constitute an indicator 
of significant influence;  

(ii)  participation in an enterprise’s decisions of a strategic nature, particularly to the 
extent decisive voting rights are held in the decisions of the general meeting 
relating to financial reporting, the allocation of profits and the distribution of 
reserves, without qualifying as a situation of joint control; 

(iii)  the existence of significant transactions — understood to be the “Transactions of 
Greater Importance” defined in Title V, Chapter 5 of Provisions — the exchange 
of management personnel or the provision of essential technical information.  

Significant Influence is relevant even when exercised indirectly through Subsidiaries, 
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Trust Companies or intermediary entities or individuals.  
Companies in which interests are held by entities in turn subject to joint control are not 
considered indirectly subject to significant influence. 
 
Significant Interest: shall have the meaning specified in Articles 10.1 and 10.2. 
 
Supervised Intermediaries: investment companies, Italian and international asset 
management companies, electronic money institutions, financial intermediaries 
recorded in the roll provided for in Article 106 of the Consolidation Law on Banking 
and payment institutions that are part of a banking group and have individual Capital for 
Regulatory Purposes in excess of 2% (two percent) of the consolidated Capital for 
Regulatory Purposes of the group to which they belong. 
 
Joint Venture: a contractual arrangement whereby two or more parties undertake an 
economic activity that is subject to Joint Control. 
 
Low Value Transactions pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and Bank of Italy 
Provisions: shall have the meaning specified in Articles 10.1 and 10.2. 
 
Transactions of Greater Importance pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and Bank of 
Italy Provisions: shall have the meaning specified in Article 3. 
 
Transactions of Lesser Importance pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and Bank of 
Italy Provisions: shall have the meaning specified in Article 4. 
 
Highly Significant Transactions pursuant to Article 150 of TUF and Supervisory 
Provisions concerning Banks Circular Letter No. 285 of 17 December 2013: shall have 
the meaning specified in Article 5. 
 
Related Party Transaction (CONSOB Regulations): any transfer of resources, services 
or obligations between Related Parties, whether for consideration or free of charge. It 
includes: 

(a) mergers, full or partial non-proportional de-mergers, in the strict sense of the term, 
if effected with Related Parties;3  

(b) any decision pertaining to the assignment of compensation and economic benefits, 
in any manner or form whatsoever, to members of the governing and control 
bodies and to Key Management Personnel. 

 
Connected Party Transaction (Bank of Italy Provisions): a transaction with a 
Connected Party that entails the assumption of risk assets or the transfer of resources, 
services or obligations, regardless of whether consideration is provided for, including 
mergers and de-mergers.  

3 In this regard, it must be pointed out that, as specified by the Commission in CONSOB Notice No. 10078683 of 24 
September 2010, proportional de-mergers and rights offerings cannot be qualified as Related Party Transactions, 
insofar as they extend, indiscriminately, to all shareholders, at the same terms and conditions. CONSOB further 
clarified that Related Party Transactions include funding pools in which a related party bank participates “in a 
qualified capacity” (for instance, as an arranger or head of the pool). 
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The following are not considered transactions with Connected Parties:  
i)  transactions between members of a banking group, when they are bound by a 

relationship of full control, including on a joint basis;  
ii)  compensation paid to Corporate Officers, where compliant with supervisory 

provisions governing the incentive and remuneration systems of banks;  
iii)  intra-group transfers of funds or collateral undertaken in the context of the liquidity 

risk management system at the consolidated level; 
iv)  transactions to be undertaken on the basis of instructions for stability purposes 

imposed by the Bank of Italy, or on the basis of instructions issued by the parent 
company for the execution of instructions imposed by the Bank of Italy in the 
interest of the group’s stability. 

 
Ordinary Transactions pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and Bank of Italy 
Provisions: shall have the meaning specified in Articles 10.1 and 10.2. 
 
Related Party: 

 
A. CONSOB Regulations:  

  
any individual or entity is a Related Party to a company when: 
(a) directly or indirectly, including through Subsidiaries, Trust Companies and third 

party intermediaries 
i) controls, is controlled by, or is under joint control with the Company4; 
ii) has such an equity investment in the Company that it exercises a Significant 

Influence over the said Company;5 
iii) exercises Joint Control over the Company;  

(b) is an Associate of the Company; 
(c) is a Joint Venture in which the Company is a venturer; 
(d) is a member of Key Management Personnel within the Company or within any of 

the latter’s controlling entities; 
(e) is a close member of the family of any of the parties mentioned in points (a) or (d) 

above; 
(f) is an entity company over which a person or party falling within the scope of 

points (d) or (e) above exercises Control, Joint Control or Significant Influence, or 
in which the said person or party directly or indirectly holds a significant stake 
bearing no less than 20% (twenty percent) of the voting rights; 

(g) is an Italian or foreign supplementary, collective or individual pension fund set up 

4 In explaining the assessments to be carried out by the companies to define whether a party can exercise joint or 
several control, or significant influence over the company, the Commission specifies that with reference to 
shareholders’ agreements the mere existence of an agreement does not qualify the shareholders who are parties to the 
agreement as related parties; rather such qualification, which should be assessed with regards to the individual 
participant to the agreement, can only be inferred if the characteristics of the agreement (amount of individual and 
overall shareholdings, clauses that govern the relationship among shareholders, and contents of the agreement) show 
the existence of a joint or several control or a significant influence over the company. 
 
5 In its Notice No. 10078683 of 24 September 2010, CONSOB specified that although no explicit mention is made of 
significant influence being exercised by several parties jointly, the reference to the participating interest as a factor to 
be taken into account in determining the presence of a significant influence entails the presumption that several 
parties could well jointly wield a dominant influence (for instance, by means of a shareholders’ agreement). 
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in favour of the employees of the Company or any of the latter’s related parties.6 
 

B. Bank of Italy Provisions: 
 

Related Party: 
one of the parties indicated below, by virtue of dealings with a single bank, bank or 
supervised intermediary belonging to a group, or parent finance company: 
1. the Corporate Officers; 
2. the investor, i.e., the party required to apply for the authorisations set forth in 

Articles 19 et seq. of the Consolidation Law on Banking;  
3. parties, other than investors, with the power to designate, on an autonomous basis, 

one or more members of the management or strategic supervisory body, including 
by virtue of arrangements entered into in any form or clauses of Articles of 
Association governing or resulting in the exercise of such rights or powers; 

4. companies or enterprises, including non-corporate entities, over which the bank or 
banking group company may exercise control or significant influence. 
 

Non-Financial Related Party:  
a Related Party that, directly or through subsidiaries, primarily engages in non-financial 
business activity, as defined in the context of the rules governing the equity investments 
that may be held by banks or banking groups. A party is considered a Non-Financial 
Related Party if activities other than banking, financial and insurance assets exceed 
50% (fifty percent) of total assets7. The notion also includes Investors and one of the 
Related Parties set forth in points 3 and 4 of the associated definition that is a holding 
company qualifying as a non-financial enterprise pursuant to the above rules governing 
eligible equity investments.  
 
Capital for Regulatory Purposes: the aggregate defined for the purposes of the rules 
governing the concentration of risks8. 
 
Key Personnel: personnel identified as per the Remuneration Policy adopted by the 
Company, pursuant to Provisions on Remuneration and Incentive Policies within Banks 
and Banking Groups issued by the Bank of Italy on 30 March 2011. 

Rules for Issuers: the implementing Rules of Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24 February 
1998 concerning provisions on issuers, adopted by CONSOB through Resolution No. 

6 In this regard, CONSOB Notice No. 10078683 of 24 September 2010 specifies that the reference is to be intended 
“not to all pension funds set up for the general benefit of all or some employees, but only those funds set up or 
promoted by corporations, as well as funds over which the said corporations are in a position to exercise influence.” 
 
7 Reference is to be made to:  
– the sum of total assets and guarantees given and commitments, for banks and finance companies;  
– the value of premiums collected, multiplied by a corrective factor of 10, for insurance companies;  
– total turnover, multiplied by a corrective factor of 10, for industrial companies.  
The figures to be considered are to be drawn from the last financial year, or, where more recent, the half-yearly 
report, annualising the profit and loss account figures. 
 
8 Cf. Title V, Chapter 1, Section I, paragraph 3, Bank of Italy Circular No. 263 of 27 December 2006, as subsequently 
amended. 
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11971 of 14 May 1999, as further amended and extended. 

Unrelated Shareholders: persons and parties holding voting rights, but that are neither 
a counterparty to a given transaction, nor related to any such counterparty’s Related 
Parties, Connected Parties or to any of the Company’s Related Parties or Connected 
Parties. 
 
Associate Company: any entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a 
partnership, over which a shareholder has Significant Influence, but not Control or Joint 
Control. 
 
Subsidiary Company: any entity, including an unincorporated entity such as a 
partnership, that is controlled by another entity. 
 
Connected Parties (Bank of Italy Provisions): the scope of the Connected Parties 
includes a Related Party (also Non-Financial) and all its connected parties. For 
application at an individual level, individual banks belonging to a banking group refer 
to the same scope of Connected Parties determined by the parent company for the entire 
banking group. 
 
Connected Entity (Bank of Italy Provisions):  
1. companies and enterprises, including those in non-corporate form, controlled by a 

Related Party; 
2. parties that control a Related Party of the type identified in points 2 and 3 of the 

associated definition, or parties directly or indirectly subject to joint control with 
such a Related Party; 

3. the close family members of a Related Party and the companies or enterprises 
controlled by such persons. 

 
Close family members: 
 

A. CONSOB Regulations: 
  

the close family members of a person are those family members who are expected to 
influence or be influenced by the said person in their relationships with the Company. 
They include: 

(i)    the spouse, if not legally separated, or the common-law spouse; 
(ii)     the children and other dependents of the individual in question, as well as the 

latter’s spouse, if not legally separated, or common-law spouse; 
(iii)  any other person in a position to influence the individual or otherwise subject 

to the latter’s influence within the framework of the relationship with the 
Company. 

 
B. Bank of Italy Provisions: 
 

close relatives are family members up to the second degree and spouses and cohabiting 
partners of a Related Party, as well as the children of a Related Party. 
 
Consolidation Law on Finance (TUF): Legislative Decree No. 58 of 24 February 
1998, as further amended and extended.  
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Consolidation Law on Banking (TUB): Legislative Decree No. 385 of 1 September 
1993, as further amended and extended. 
 
Risk Appetite Framework (RAF): the framework of reference, which defines, among 
other matters — in a manner consistent with the maximum assumable risk, business 
model and strategic plan — the risk appetite, tolerance thresholds and risk limits.  
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2. Identification of Related Parties and Connected Parties and Related Party and 

Connected Party Transactions 
 
In accordance with the provisions of Article 19 below, Banca Generali has entrusted to 
a Relevant Function the task of maintaining and updating the list of Related Parties and 
Connected Parties, to be filled in on the basis of the information mentioned in Article 2 
below. 
In order to ensure that the list mentioned in the preceding paragraph is properly 
maintained and updated, all Key Management Personnel and Corporate Officers of 
Banca Generali must forward to the Relevant Function — in compliance with the 
deadlines and procedures established by the latter — all the information required to 
properly identify Related Parties and Connected Parties, as well as Related Party and 
Connected Party Transactions.  
 
Those same parties report in a timely manner to the Relevant Function any changes to 
previously provided information that may entail modifications of the scope of Related 
Parties and Connected Parties. 
 
The list of Related Parties and Connected Parties shall be adequately disseminated 
within the Company and all the latter’s Subsidiaries. 
 
Moreover, Banca Generali has entrusted to a Relevant Function the task of maintaining 
and updating the above mentioned list. 
 
In any event, immediately upon becoming aware thereof, Key Management Personnel 
and Corporate Officers shall inform the relevant corporate body to reach a decision 
regarding the emergence of documents or events that could lead to the conclusion of 
Related Party and Connected Party Transactions involving the said Key Management 
Personnel and Corporate Officers themselves. 
 
Both CONSOB Regulations and Bank of Italy Provisions require to ensure that the 
transactions in question are carried out in accordance with the principles of transparency 
and correctness in both substantive and procedural terms. To that end, both sets of rules 
require that companies adopt specific organisational and procedural safeguards for the 
approval of Related Parties and Connected Parties Transactions. 
In executing transactions with Related Parties, as defined by the Regulations, and/or 
with Connected Parties, as defined by the Bank of Italy Provisions, the Board of 
Directors, as well as the Chief Executive Officer and the other company bodies, shall 
comply with the provisions of this Procedure. 
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3. Defining Features of Transactions of Greater Importance with Related Parties 
and Connected Parties 

 
For the intents and purposes of this Procedure, Transactions of Greater Importance 
shall be deemed to include any and all transactions that exceed the threshold: 
i)  of 5% (five percent) of at least one of the significance indices specified below, or 
ii)  for the sole purpose of CONSOB Regulations, of 2.5% (two point five percent) of 

at least one of the same indices, in the case of transactions concluded with a listed 
controlling entity or any of the latter’s related parties which are, in turn, also related 
to the Company:  
a) value-based significance index: is the ratio between the value of the transaction 

and the Company’s capital for regulatory purposes, as per the most recent 
consolidated balance sheet published by Banca Generali. 
If the economic terms of the transactions have already been established, the 
value of the transaction shall be:  

i. for cash components, the amount paid by/to the contractual counterparty;  
ii. for components made up of financial instruments, the fair value thereof, 

determined as at the date of the transaction, pursuant to the international 
accounting standards adopted by virtue of Regulation (EC) No. 
1606/2002;  

iii. for loan transactions and guarantees, the maximum amount of the loan or 
guarantee.  

Should the economic terms of the transaction depend in whole or in part on 
variable components that cannot be currently quantified, the value of the 
transaction is deemed equivalent to the maximum value receivable or payable 
pursuant to the underlying agreement9; 

b) asset-based significance index: is the ratio between the total assets of the entity 
covered by the transaction and the total assets of the Company10. The figures to 
be taken into account must be extracted from the most recent consolidated 
balance sheet published by Banca Generali; wherever possible, similar data must 
be used for determining the total assets of the entity covered by the transaction. 
In the case of acquisitions and disposals of participating interests in corporations 
that have an impact on the consolidation area, the value of the numerator is 
equivalent to the total assets of the investee company, regardless of the stake 
held to be disposed of.  
In the case of acquisitions and disposals of participating interests in corporations 
that do not affect the size of the reporting entity, the value of the numerator: 

i. in the event of acquisitions, the value shall be equivalent to the value of 
the transaction increased by the sum total of any and all liabilities 
assumed by the purchaser;  

ii. in the event of disposals, the consideration received for the operation 
sold.  

In the case of acquisitions and disposals of other assets (other than participating 
interests), the value of the numerator must be deemed equivalent:  

9 It should be noted that the value of multi-year services for which compensation takes the form of fees or 
commissions is represented by the present value of those fees or commissions. 
10 Assets must always include “off-balance sheet” items. 
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iii. in the event of acquisitions, the greater of the consideration due under the 
transaction and the value at which the asset is to be booked;  

iv. in the event of disposals, the book value of the asset in question; 
c) to the sole purpose of CONSOB Regulations, the liabilities parameter should 

also be taken into account: it is the ratio between the total liabilities of the entity 
covered by the transaction and the total assets of the Company. The figures to be 
taken into account must be extracted from the most recent consolidated balance 
sheet published by the Company; wherever possible, similar data must be used 
for determining the total liabilities of the corporation or branch of business 
acquired.  

 
Transactions with Greater Importance shall also include those Related Party and 
Connected Party Transactions with identical or very similar features, concluded in 
pursuit of a single overall objective during the same financial year with the same 
Related Party or Connected Party, or with parties related to both the latter and the 
Company, and which, whilst not qualifying as Transactions of Greater Importance on an 
individual basis, in any event, taken into consideration collectively or cumulatively, 
exceed the significance thresholds established in the preceding paragraph 1 of this 
Article 3.11.  
In order to allow for the prompt identification of the transactions specified above, the 
Relevant Function shall give the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager and the 
Corporate Affairs Service timely notice of the imminent breach of any of the 
significance thresholds in question. 
 
Should any specific transaction, or group of transactions considered cumulatively 
pursuant to the preceding paragraph 2 of this Article 3 with a Related Party included in 
the scope of CONSOB Regulations, fall within the category of Transactions of Greater 
Importance within the meaning of paragraph 1 above, and such outcome appears 
manifestly unwarranted in light of the surrounding circumstances, the Chief Executive 
Officer may seek advice from CONSOB as to possible alternative ways to calculate the 
indices established in paragraph 1 above. 
 
 
4. Defining Features of Transactions of Lesser Importance with Related Parties 

and Connected Parties  
 
For the purposes of application of the CONSOB Regulations, transactions with Related 
Parties other than Transactions of Greater Importance governed by the foregoing Article 
3 and transactions governed by Article 10.1 (including Low-Value Transactions) are to 
be regarded as Transactions of Lesser Importance. 
 
For the purposes of application of the Bank of Italy Provisions, transactions with 
Connected Parties other than Transactions of Greater Importance governed by the 
foregoing Article 3 and transactions governed by Article 10.2 (including Low-Value 
Transactions) are to be regarded as Transactions of Lesser Importance. 

11 No account is to be taken for these purposes of any of the transactions exempted pursuant to the Articles 10.1 and 
10.2 below. 
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5. Defining Features of Highly Significant Transactions pursuant to Article 150 of 

TUF and Supervisory Provisions Concerning Banks, Circular No. 285 of 17 
December 2013 

 
For the purposes of application of Article 150 of TUF and Bank of Italy Circular No. 
285, the following highly significant transactions from a financial and capital standpoint 
are considered Highly Significant Transactions: 

• the issuance of financial instruments; 
• the provision of personal guarantees and collateral in the interest of subsidiaries; 
• the provision of loans to subsidiaries and real-estate investment and divestment 

transactions, as well as transactions involving the acquisition and sale of equity 
interests in companies or company branches; 

• mergers and demergers; 
• other transactions the value of which exceeds 2.5% of consolidated capital for 

regulatory purposes, not included within the Bank's ordinary operations and not 
concluded at market or standard conditions. 

 
6. Requirements to Be Met by Board Members to Qualify as Independent 

Directors 
 
For the purposes of this Procedure, Independent Directors are defined as company 
directors recognised as independent by Banca Generali pursuant to Article 148, 
paragraph 3, of the Finance Consolidation Law, Article 3 of the Code and Article 37, 
paragraph 1, letter d), of the Regulation adopted by CONSOB Resolution No. 16191 of 
29 October 2007, as amended and extended (the Rules for Markets).  
 
 
7. Committee 
 
Both CONSOB Regulations and Bank of Italy Provisions require the setting up of a 
Committee made up of Non-Executive and Unrelated Directors. 
The functions attributed to the Committee under CONSOB Regulations and Bank of 
Italy Provisions, with regard to, respectively, Transactions of Greater Importance and 
Transactions of Lesser Importance, have been assigned to Banca Generali’s Internal 
Audit and Risk Committee (the “Committee”) made up of 4 (four) Independent 
Directors. 
 
Should any single member of the said Committee be (i) the counterparty in any 
Transaction of Lesser Importance subject to assessment, or (ii) the counterparty in any 
Transaction of Greater Importance subject to assessment, or (iii) a Related Party or 
Connected Party of any such counterparty, the Committee shall discharge the tasks 
specified in Articles 8 and 9 below without the involvement of individual Committee 
member in question, and therefore, as a panel made up of the remaining 3 (three) 
Unrelated Directors. 
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Should more than one member of the said Committee be (i) a counterparty in any 
Transaction of Lesser Importance subject to assessment, or (ii) a counterparty in a 
Transaction of Greater Importance subject to assessment, or (iii) a Related Party or 
Connected Party of any such counterparty, the Board of Directors, acting at the behest 
of the other Committee members, shall cause the Committee members falling within the 
scope of points (i), (ii) and/or (iii) above to be replaced by one or more other 
Independent and Unrelated Directors, so as to ensure that the Committee is in any event 
made up of 3 (three) Unrelated members. 
 
In the case where it is not possible to ensure that the Committee is made up of 3 (three) 
Unrelated members pursuant to the above mentioned replacement mechanism, the 
resolution pertaining to the Related Party or Connected Party Transaction in question, or 
otherwise, the Company’s commitment to conclude the said Related Party or Connected 
Party Transaction, shall be approved: 
(i) in the event of Transactions of Lesser Importance, taking due account of the opinion 

expressed by the Board of Statutory Auditors, provided that each and every one of 
the members of the Board of Statutory Auditors harbouring an interest in the 
transaction in question, either on their own behalf or on behalf of third parties, give 
notice thereof to the other members of the Board of Auditors, specifying the nature, 
terms, origin and extent of the said interest;  

(ii) in the event of Transactions of Greater Importance, taking due account of the 
binding opinion expressed by the Board of Auditors, provided that each and every 
one of the members of the Board of Auditors harbouring an interest in the 
transaction in question, either on their own behalf or on behalf of third parties, give 
notice thereof to the other members of the Board of Auditors, specifying the nature, 
terms, origin and extent of the said interest. 

 
The Chief Executive Officer and General Manager shall ensure that the members of the 
aforesaid Committee, including as identified, where necessary, pursuant to the 
provisions of the preceding paragraphs (as well as the members of the Board of 
Auditors, in the event of the implementation of the replacement mechanism described 
above), called upon to express an opinion on the advisability of proceeding with the 
transaction in question, taking due account of the Company’s interests, as well as 
assessing the advisability and substantive fairness of the related terms and conditions 
within the meaning of Articles 8 and 9 below, are provided adequate information on the 
Transactions of Greater or Lesser Importance they are to evaluate, or otherwise, 
objective grounds supporting the qualification of any and all transactions defined as 
standard, ordinary or the like.  
 
Without prejudice to the provisions set forth above, the Chairman of the Board of 
Directors shall ensure that adequate information on Transactions of Lesser Importance 
pertaining to the Board of Directors and Transactions of Greater Importance is made 
available to all Directors in compliance with Article 2381 of the Italian Civil Code, and 
to the Board of Auditors. 
 
 
8. Rules Governing Transactions of Lesser Importance with Related Parties 

pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and with Connected Parties pursuant to 
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Bank of Italy Provisions 
 
Related Party Transactions pursuant to CONSOB Regulations or Connected Party 
Transactions pursuant to Bank of Italy Provisions, if falling within the category of 
Transactions of Lesser Importance as specified in Article 4 above, must be approved by 
the relevant corporate officers as established pursuant to the system of delegated powers 
in force from time to time, only after hearing the non-binding opinion of the Committee 
in such regard.  
 
The Transactions of Lesser Importance must be presented with a full and in-depth 
information about the reasons underlying each and every transaction in question, as well 
as the advisability of proceeding with the latter in light of the substantive fairness of the 
related terms and conditions.  
 
The documents informing the approval decision must be summarised in a specific report 
— to be drawn up by the department proposing the transaction and duly supported by 
opinions that may be required to be issued by other corporate functions involved —  and 
forwarded to the Committee sufficiently ahead of the date by which the latter is to 
finalise its decision in such regard. The documentation must contain full, adequate 
information regarding the various profiles of the transaction forming the subject of the 
resolution. The documentation contains, at minimum, information about the 
counterparty, the type of transaction, the conditions, cost effectiveness for the company, 
impact on the interests of the parties involved and the date on which the transaction is to 
be approved. The Compliance Function supports, if necessary, the Department 
proposing the transaction and the Relevant Function in assessing transactions with 
Related and Connected Parties, with a view to properly inform the Audit and Risk 
Committee of the transactions to be examined. 
The Committee informs the parties with decision-making authority according to the 
provisions of the system of delegated powers in effect at the time of any gaps or 
inadequacies identified in the pre-approval phase. 
 
The Committee expresses a prior opinion, duly supported by a statement of grounds, in 
respect of the advisability of proceeding with the transaction in question, taking due 
account of the Company’s interests and the advisability and substantive fairness of the 
related terms and conditions. The opinion shall be deemed favourable in the event 
where the transaction is found advisable12. 
The Committee must issue its own opinion before the Board of Directors’ final approval 
of the Transaction of Lesser Importance, if said transaction is subject to Board approval. 

12 As a result, it would be preferable for any opinion deemed favourable, and accordingly used as the basis for 
authorising the conclusion of the transaction in question, despite certain reservations, to be supported by a statement 
of the grounds on which the said reservations were disregarded or overruled in deciding on the overall advisability of 
proceeding with the transaction under consideration, taking due account of the Company’s interests, as well as the 
substantive fairness of the related terms and conditions. See CONSOB Notice No. 10078683 of 24 September 2010, 
paragraph 13. It must further be pointed out that Article 14 of the Rules on Related Party Transactions provides that 
companies such as Banca Generali, which are subject to management and coordination by other entities, must ensure 
that any and all Committee opinions issued in respect of Related Party Transactions, influenced or informed by the 
said management and coordination activities, specify the reasons for which the said Transactions are advisable, in 
light of, inter alia, the overall outcome of the management and coordination activities in question. 
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In all other cases, the said opinion must be issued before the Company commits itself to 
concluding the Transaction of Lesser Importance in question. 
 
The Committee may, at the Company’s expense, avail of the assistance of one or more 
independent experts selected by the Committee itself. In such case, the Committee’s 
expense budget may not exceed 5% (five percent) of the value of the transaction, or in 
any event the ceiling of 100,000.00 euros (one hundred thousand), unless otherwise 
authorised by the Board of Directors, and after obtaining the favourable opinion of the 
Board of Statutory Auditors. After assessing the independence of the professionals in 
question, the Committee shall not be barred from appointing the same independent 
experts appointed by the Company to oversee the conclusion of the transaction under 
consideration, provided that the related appointment specifically requires the related 
independent experts to expressly also assist the Committee members in discharging the 
tasks incumbent on the latter pursuant to this Procedure. 
 
The relevant Body shall exercise its decision-making powers taking due account of the 
documents submitted to it, as well as the Committee’s non-binding opinion. The Board 
resolution in question shall include a statement of the grounds supporting the 
advisability of the transaction taking due account of the Company’s interest in effecting 
the same, as well as the advisability and substantive fairness of the transaction and the 
related terms and conditions.  
 
If the Committee’s opinion is negative or contingent upon observations, the resolution 
also provides a detailed account of the reasons why it has nonetheless been passed and a 
thorough response to the remarks submitted by the Committee. 
The resolution also provides, at minimum, adequate justification for: 

- the expedience and cost effectiveness of the transaction for the Bank; and 
- the representation of the economic and contractual conditions, as well as other 

profiles characteristic of the transaction, with respect to standard or market 
equivalents. 

 
 full and timely account of the concluded transaction must be provided to the corporate 
function tasked with drawing up accounting documents, as well as the Manager in 
charge of the Banca Generali’s financial reports.  
 
The Chief Executive Officer and General Manager shall report to the Board of 
Directors, as well as the Board of Statutory Auditors in respect of any and all 
Transactions of Lesser Importance with Related Parties and Connected Parties 
concluded and their main features, at least on a quarterly basis. 
 
Transactions on which the Committee has expressed a contrary or conditional opinion 
are reported individually to the Board of Directors and Board of Statutory Auditors as 
soon as the decision has been reached. 
 
The provisions set forth in this Article shall also apply to the pre-approval and approval 
phases relating to Transactions of Lesser Importance with Related Parties that fall 
within the sphere of competence of the Shareholders’ Meeting or that must otherwise be 
authorised by the latter. 
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9. Special Rules Governing Transactions of Greater Importance with Related 

Parties pursuant to CONSOB Regulations and Transactions of Greater 
Importance with Connected Parties pursuant to Bank of Italy Provisions 

 
In the event of Related Party Transactions pursuant to CONSOB Regulations or 
Connected Party Transactions pursuant to Bank of Italy Provisions, falling within the 
category of Transactions of Greater Importance as specified in Article 3 above, Article 9 
applies. Application must also be made, mutatis mutandis, of the provisions stated in 
Article 8, paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5(1), 6(1) and (3), as well as 8 and 9. 
 
The Board of Directors enjoys sole decision-making powers in respect of Transactions 
of Greater Importance, unless the law or Articles of Association reserve such powers to 
the General Shareholders’ Meeting. 
 
The Committee, or one or more of its members specifically entrusted with such task, 
shall conduct the negotiation and preliminary assessment of the transaction in question, 
on the basis of timely and complete information made available to the same. The 
Committee may, through its Chairman or delegates, forward requests for information 
and submit its views to the delegated corporate bodies and officers and other persons in 
charge of negotiating or assessing the proposed transaction. 
 
Should it not be possible ensure that at least 3 (three) Committee members qualify as 
Unrelated Directors, pursuant to the replacement mechanism mentioned in Article 7 
above, the tasks specified in the preceding paragraph shall be undertaken by one or 
more Unrelated Independent Directors, or in default of the latter, by the Board of 
Statutory Auditors. 
 
The Board of Directors shall pass the related resolution on the basis of the documents 
underlying the preliminary assessment, as well as the Committee’s binding favourable 
opinion. The Board resolution in question shall include a statement of the grounds 
supporting the advisability of the transaction taking due account of the Company’s 
interest in effecting the same, as well as the advisability and substantive fairness of the 
transaction and the related terms and conditions. 
 
The Board of Directors may approve a Transaction of Greater Importance even in 
departure from the provisions of paragraph 4 above, despite an unfavourable opinion by 
the Committee in such regard, provided that: (i) where permitted under the Company’s 
Articles of Association, the Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting authorises the transaction 
in question; and (ii) in the event the Unrelated Shareholders present at the Shareholders’ 
Meeting at the time of the related ballot hold more than 10% (ten per cent) of the sum 
total of the voting rights, a majority of the said Unrelated Shareholders do not vote 
against the related motion. 
 
The rules set forth in this Article shall also apply during the negotiations leading up to 
the transaction, as well as during the preliminary assessment and approval of motions 
pertaining to Transactions of Greater Importance with Related Parties or Connected 
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Parties that fall within the remit or must otherwise be authorised by the General 
Shareholders’ Meeting. 
 
Any and all motions raised before the General Shareholders’ Meeting for the approval 
of Transactions of Greater Importance requiring Shareholder authorisation, despite an 
unfavourable Committee opinion in such regard, must specify that the motion shall 
enter into force only if passed with the favourable vote of a majority of the Unrelated 
Shareholders, after obtaining the opinion of the Board of Auditors. 
 

Related Party and Connected Party Transactions regarding which the Committee or 
Board of Statutory Auditors has expressed a negative opinion or submitted remarks are 
to be put before the General Shareholders’ Meeting with at least annual frequency.   
 
If a definitive transaction “Highly Significant” as defined in Article 5 of this document 
is also classified as a “Transaction of Greater Importance” pursuant to Article 3 of this 
document “Defining Features of Transactions of Greater Importance with Related 
Parties and Connected Parties,” the transaction in question is to be subject not only to 
the procedure described above, but also to a prior opinion by the Risk Management 
function. 
 
 
10. Exclusion Cases, Exemptions and Departures 

10.1. Related Party Transactions pursuant to CONSOB Regulations 
 
In addition to the transactions excluded from the scope of CONSOB Regulations13, 
without prejudice to public disclosure obligations imposed under Article 114 of the 
TUF, the rules set forth in Articles 8 and 9 above, shall not apply to the following 
Related Party Transactions: 

a) Low-value Transactions; 
b) share-based remuneration plans approved by the General Shareholders’ Meeting 

within the meaning of Article 114-bis of the TUF, and related implementing 
transactions; 

c) any and all resolutions pertaining to the remuneration due to directors entrusted 
with specific tasks, in the event the remuneration in question does not fall within 
the overall amount established by the General Shareholders’ Meeting pursuant 
to Article 2389, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code, as well as resolutions 
concerning the compensation packages of Key Management Personnel, provided 
that: 

i. the Company has adopted a remuneration policy; 
ii. the remuneration policy was informed by input and contributions from 

13 The Regulations preclude from their scope: i) Shareholders’ Resolutions pertaining to the remuneration due to 
Board members within the meaning of Article 2389, paragraph 1, of the Italian Civil Code pertaining to directors’ 
remuneration, as well as to the remuneration due to directors entrusted with specific tasks, provided that the 
remuneration in question falls within the overall amount established by the General Shareholders’ Meeting pursuant 
to Article 2389, paragraph 3, of the Italian Civil Code; (ii) without prejudice to reporting and disclosure obligations, 
any and all transactions to be effected pursuant to instructions imparted by Regulatory Authorities in the interest of 
stability, or on the basis of the policies established by the Parent Company in respect of compliance with the 
instructions imparted by Regulatory Authorities with a view to safeguarding the stability of the Group. 
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the Remuneration Committee made up exclusively of Non-executive 
Directors, the majority of whom are also Independent Directors; 

iii. a report illustrating the remuneration policy was subjected to consultative 
ballot of the Shareholders; 

iv. the remuneration assigned is in compliance with the said policy; 
d) Ordinary Transactions effected at conditions equivalent to market conditions or 

standard terms14; 
e) transactions with or between Subsidiaries, including acting jointly, as well as 

transactions with Associate Companies; 
f) Urgent Transactions, as governed by Article 16. 

 
For the intents and purposes of identifying the cases mentioned in paragraph 1, 
subparagraph (a) above, and therefore solely for the purpose of the applicability of this 
Procedure, Low-Value Transactions shall be deemed those the value of which does 
not exceed, in any event:  

- the amount of 250,000.00 (two hundred fifty thousand) euros, if consolidated 
capital for regulatory purposes is below 500 million (five hundred millions) 
euros;  

- the lesser of 1,000,000.00 (one million) euros and 0.05% (zero point zero 
five percent) of capital for regulatory purposes, if consolidated capital for 
regulatory purposes exceeds 500 million (five hundred million) euros. 

 
The Chief Executive Officer and General Manager may, at his/her sole discretion, opt to 
refrain from applying the exemption contemplated under paragraph 2 above. 
 
For the intents and purposes of identifying the cases mentioned in paragraph 1, 
subparagraph (d) above, Ordinary Transactions shall be deemed to include: 

a) any and all Transactions effected during the normal course15 of operating 
activities16 — including, in the event of transactions to be effected through 

14 In this case, the Regulations, without prejudice to the provisions of Article 114, paragraph 1, of TUF, provide that 
Transactions of Greater Importance: 
i)  must be reported to CONSOB within 7 (seven) days following the related resolution (with an indication of the 

counterparty, the subject-matter and the value of each transaction); 
ii)  must be disclosed in the Interim and Annual Reports as operations for which the Company availed of the option 

to depart from “ordinary” disclosure and reporting obligations. 
 
15 In assessing the “normal course” account may be taken of the following elements: 

- the subject-matter of the transaction, 
- the frequency with which such transactions are effected during the course of the Company’s business, 
- the size of the transaction, 
- the contractual terms and conditions, taking due account of the features of the consideration, 
- the nature of the counterparty, 
- the time of the approval and conclusion of the transaction. 
 

16 CONSOB considers “operating activities” to include (i) any and all activities that generate revenues for the 
Company and (ii) any and all activities conducted during business operations, other than “investment activities” or 
“financial activities”. (Cf. CONSOB Notice No. 10078683 of 24 September 2010). 
As per CONSOB Notice No. 10078683 of 24 September, 2010, “investment activities” include: 

- transactions entailing the acquisition or disposal of fixed assets, such as land and buildings, plant and 
machinery, or intangible assets, with the exception of non-current assets held for sale; 

- financial investments other than “cash equivalents”. 
”Financial assets” include any and all assets that entail changes: 

- in the size and composition of the Company’s paid-up share capital; 
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subsidiaries within the meaning of Article 2359 of the Italian Civil Code, the 
operating activities of the said subsidiaries — as well as any and all related 
financing activities17; and  

b) transactions effected at conditions equivalent to market conditions or standard 
terms. Towards such end, conditions equivalent to market conditions or standard 
terms are to be deemed the conditions usually applied in the general course of 
business to unrelated parties in respect of transactions of a similar nature, size 
and risk, or otherwise, conditions based on rates regulated under fixed prices or 
applicable to parties to which the Company is obliged under law to apply 
specific prices. The application of conditions equivalent to market conditions or 
standard terms must be duly documented and evidenced by objective supporting 
elements. 

 
The exemption arising under subparagraph (e) above may be availed only if the 
Subsidiaries or Associate Companies that are counterparties to the transaction bear no 
interest in the latter on behalf of any other of the Company’s Related Parties which may 
stand to gain from the transfer of resources contemplated under the proposed transaction 
(Significant Interest). A Significant Interest is generally said to arise when an entity 
that controls or otherwise exercises a dominant influence over the Company, at the same 
time, holds, in the Subsidiary or Associate Company which is the counterparty to the 
proposed transaction, a shareholding that, considered together with the stake it owns in 
the Company, would result in advantages to the entity in question, in the event the 
transfer of resources contemplated under the proposed transaction were to take place. 
The mere fact that the Company and the Subsidiaries in question share one or more 
directors or members of Key Management Personnel is not sufficient to imply the 
existence of a Significant Interest. On the other hand, a Significant Interest does arise in 
the event where the Company and the Subsidiary or Associate with which the 
transaction is effected share one or more directors or other members of Key 
Management Personnel who benefit from incentive plans based on financial instruments 
(or other forms of variable remuneration), the value of which directly depends, to a 
significant extent, on the performance of the Subsidiary or Associate Company in 
question. 
 

10.2. Connected Party Transactions pursuant to Bank of Italy Provisions 
 
In addition to the transactions excluded from the scope of Bank of Italy provisions18, the 

- the loans payable by the Company. 
In accordance with international accounting standards, a transaction must be classified in terms of the three broad 
categories of activity (operating, investing, financing) it involves, especially on the basis of the type of business the 
Company engages in (for instance, in the case of Banca Generali, the various types of lending transactions are 
generally classified as involving operating activities since they generate revenue for the Company). 

 
17 In light of this definition, even certain transactions that in the abstract may be deemed to involve financing 
activities, can be categorised as involving operating activities, insofar as they contribute towards carrying out 
operating activities. 
18 The Bank of Italy Provisions exclude the following from the scope of application of the rules set out in Articles 8 
and 9 above: i) transactions between members of the Banking Group, when they are bound by a relationship of full 
control, including on a joint basis; ii) remuneration paid to Corporate Officers, where compliant with supervisory 
provisions governing the incentive and remuneration systems of banks; iii) intra-group transfers of funds or collateral 
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rules set forth in Articles 8 and 9 above shall not apply to the following Connected 
Party Transactions: 

i. Low-value Transactions; 
ii. Ordinary Transactions, except for Transactions of Greater Importance; 

iii. transactions with or between subsidiaries and with companies subject to 
significant influence, when other connected parties do not have significant 
interests in the transaction; 

iv. Urgent Transactions governed by Article 16.  
 
 
In cases of ordinary transactions with Connected Parties:  

a) the resolution contains elements attesting to the “ordinary” nature of the 
transaction, with regard to any criteria drawn up, and appropriately formalised, 
by the Bank in advance19; 

b) information streams of at least annual frequency are ensured for the company 
bodies, in a manner suited to permitting such transactions to be adequately 
monitored, including by the independent directors, for the purposes of any 
corrective measures.  

 
The exemption arising under the foregoing point (iii) may be availed only if the 
Subsidiaries or Associate Companies that are counterparties to the transaction bear no 
interest in the latter on behalf of any other of the Company’s Connected Parties which 
may stand to gain from the transfer of resources contemplated under the proposed 
transaction (Significant Interest). 
A Significant Interest is generally said to arise when an entity that controls or otherwise 
exercises a dominant influence over the Company, at the same time, holds, in the 
Subsidiary or Associate Company which is the counterparty to the proposed transaction, 
a shareholding that, considered together with the stake it owns in the Company, would 
result in advantages to the entity in question. 
The mere fact that the Company and the Subsidiaries in question share one or more 
directors or members of Corporate Officers is not sufficient to imply the existence of a 
Significant Interest. On the other hand, a Significant Interest does arise in the event 
where the Company and the Subsidiary or Associate with which the transaction is 
effected share one or more directors or other members of Corporate Officers who 
benefit from incentive plans based on financial instruments (or other forms of variable 
remuneration), the value of which directly depends, to a significant extent, on the 
performance of the Subsidiary or Associate Company in question.  
In cases of excluded transactions with Connected Parties set out in point (iii), 
information streams of at least annual frequency are ensured for the company bodies, in 
a manner suited to permitting such transactions to be adequately monitored, including 
by the independent directors, for the purposes of any corrective measures.  
 

undertaken in the context of the liquidity risk management system at the consolidated level; iv) transactions to be 
undertaken on the basis of instructions for stability purposes imposed by the Bank of Italy, or on the basis of 
instructions issued by the parent company for the execution of instructions imposed by the Bank of Italy in the 
interest of the group’s stability. 
 
19 The terms “ordinary operations” and “conditions equivalent to market conditions” are to be regarded as having the 
meanings attributed to them in the CONSOB Regulations set out in Article 10.1 above. 
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Ordinary Transactions are Transactions of Lesser Importance with Connected Parties 
in the context of the bank’s ordinary operations, undertaken at market or standard 
conditions. In defining Ordinary Transactions, at least the following elements are 
considered: attributability to ordinary operations, the objectivity of conditions, 
simplicity of the economic and contractual scheme, limited quantitative relevance and 
type of counterparty. 
 
With respect to point (i), transactions the amount of which does not in any event exceed 
the following thresholds are regarded as Low-Value Transactions:  

- the amount of 250,000.00 (two hundred fifty thousand) euros, if the 
consolidated capital for regulatory purposes is below 500 million (five 
hundred millions) euros;  

- the lesser of 1,000,000.00 (one million) euros and 0.05% (zero point zero 
five percent) of capital for regulatory purposes, if consolidated capital for 
regulatory purposes exceeds 500 million (five hundred million) euros. 

 
In respect of Low-value Connected Party Transactions, the exemption only applies to 
the provisions relating to approval procedures, whereas all the rules are to be applied to 
all other forms as “assumption of risk assets”. 
 
11. Rules Governing Highly Significant Transactions pursuant to Article 150 of 
TUF and the Provisions for the Supervision of Banks, Circular Letter No. 285 of 17 
December 2013 
 
Highly Significant Transactions, as defined in Article 5 above, fall within the purview 
of the Board of Directors pursuant to Article 18 of the Articles of Association. 
Such transactions are also to be supported by an opinion from Risk Management. To 
that end, the Risk Management function must receive the necessary documentation 
suitably in advance, and that documentation must contain, among its other contents, 
information concerning the type of transaction, the transaction’s characteristics, terms 
and conditions, the counterparty, duration and consistency of the transaction with the 
Bank’s strategic guidelines and all other qualitative and quantitative elements useful for 
the purposes of the analysis for which Risk Management is responsible.     
 
The Risk Management function expresses a prior opinion of the consistency of the 
transaction with the RAF (Risk Appetite Framework) and the compatibility of risk 
policies. 
 
The Risk Management function’s opinion must be appended to the proposal presented 
to the Board of Directors by the submitting department. 
 
If the Risk Management function expresses a negative opinion, the Board of Directors 
may approve the proposed transaction, while providing an adequate, express indication 
of the rationale for the approval of the transaction despite the negative opinion rendered. 
 
 
12. Rules Governing Connected Party Transactions that Give Rise to Losses, 

Transfers to the Doubtful Category of Loans and Judicial or Extrajudicial 
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Settlement Agreements  
 
In cases of Connected Party Transactions that give rise to losses, transfers to the 
doubtful category of loans or judicial or extrajudicial settlement agreements, the 
Committee must be involved through the receipt of complete, timely information stream 
with the power to request information and formulate remarks for the delegated bodies. 
 
 
13. Rules Governing Transactions with Most Relevant Personnel 
 
In cases of transactions with Most Relevant Personnel outside the scope of Related 
Parties or Connected Parties, responsibility for managing the relationship is assigned to 
the superior body (or office) identified on the basis of the system of delegated powers 
adopted by Banca Generali. Furthermore, information streams of at least annual 
frequency are ensured for company bodies, so as to permit adequate monitoring of these 
transactions, including by independent directors, for the purposes of any corrective 
actions.  
 
 
14. Prudential limits on risk assets in relation to Connected Parties 
 
According to the Bank of Italy Provisions, the assumption of risk assets in relation to 
Connected Parties must be contained within the following limits referring to Banca 
Generali’s consolidated capital for regulatory purposes. 
 
In relation to a Non-Financial Related Party and relative Connected Entities: 
 

a. 5% (five percent) in the case of a Related Party that is: 
- a corporate officer; or 
- a controlling investor or investor capable of exercising a significant 

influence; 
b. 7.5% (seven point five percent) in the case of a Related Party that is: 

- an investor other than the type defined in point a; or 
- a party other than an investor with the power of designating one or more 

members of company bodies on an autonomous basis; 
c. 15% (fifteen percent) in the other cases. 

 
In relation to another Related Party and relevant Connected Entities: 
 

d. 5% (five percent) in the case of a Related Party who is a corporate officer; 
e. 7.5% (seven point five percent) in the case of a Related Party that is a 

controlling investor or an investor capable of exercising a significant influence; 
f. 10% (ten percent) in the case of a Related Party that is: 

- an investor other than the type defined in point b; or 
- a party other than an investor with the power of designating one or more 

members of company bodies on an autonomous basis; 
g. 20% (twenty percent) in the other cases. 

 
In order to allow company bodies to ensure constant observance of the prudential limits 
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on risk assets in relation to Connected Parties, full information is provided, with at least 
quarterly frequency, to the company bodies, as suited to permitting adequate monitoring 
of observance of the limits, including by independent directors, in view of any 
corrective measures. 
 
 
15. Cases of Breach of the Prudential Limits on Risk Assets in Relation to 

Connected Parties 
 
The Risk Management function, which is responsible for monitoring prudential limits 
on Banca Generali’s risk assets, ensures the observance of the prudential limits on risk 
assets in relation to Connected Parties on an ongoing basis. 
If one or more limits are breached due to causes beyond the control and not due to the 
fault of Banca Generali, the Risk Management function gives notice of the breach to the 
Chief Executive Officer and General Manager, who informs the Board of Directors and 
the Board of Statutory Auditors as soon as possible. In the event of overrun of one of 
the limits set forth in Article 14, risk assets must be brought within the limits in the 
shortest possible amount of time. To that end, the Risk Management function is then to 
draw up a recovery plan, which is to be approved by the Board of Directors, in 
consultation with the Board of Statutory Auditors, within 45 (forty-five) days of the 
breach of the limit. The recovery plan is submitted to the Bank of Italy within 20 
(twenty) days of approval, along with minutes containing the resolutions of company 
bodies. 
Until risk assets have been restored to within the limits, the excess contributes to the 
calculation of overall capital requirements. 
If the overrun of limits pertains to a Related Party by virtue of the equity investment 
held in Banca Generali or a company of the Banca Generali Group, the administrative 
rights associated with the equity investment are suspended. 
 
 
16. Emergency Situations  

16.1. CONSOB Regulations 
 

Without prejudice to Article 5 of CONSOB Regulations and only where expressly 
contemplated in the Company’s Articles of Association, in the event of emergencies 
arising from corporate crises, Related Party Transactions subject to mandatory 
Shareholder approval or authorisation, may be concluded, provided that: 
(a) the Board of Directors draws up a report setting forth the reasons and causes of the 

emergency; 
(b) the Board of Statutory Auditors submits a separated report to the General 

Shareholder’s Meeting, setting forth its own findings on the merits of the reasons 
and causes of the emergency; 

(c) the report and findings mentioned in points (a) and (b) above must be disclosed to 
the public at least 21 (twenty-one) days prior to the scheduled date of the General 
Shareholders’ Meeting, at the Company’s registered offices and in accordance with 
the procedures set forth in Title II, Chapter I, of the Rules on Issuers. 
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16.2. Bank of Italy Provisions 
 
Where expressly permitted by the Articles of Association, in urgent circumstances 
Connected Party Transactions shall not be subject to the review and approval process 
envisaged in the Bank of Italy Provisions. 
 
Urgency must be specifically demonstrated by the decision-making body on the basis of 
objective circumstances not attributable solely to its own decisions. 
 
In cases of transactions that fall within the purview of approval of the Board of 
Directors, the Board of Statutory Auditors is to be informed of the grounds for 
regarding the transaction as urgent before it is undertaken. If one or more of the above 
bodies, as well as the Independent Directors responsible for the case, do not believe that 
the transaction may be regarded as urgent, they must give prompt notice thereof to the 
other bodies and, at the earliest opportunity, to the General Shareholders’ Meeting.  
 
If, on the other hand, other company functions are responsible for approval, the 
information in question is to be provided by submitting an annual information stream to 
the Committee, with the aim of permitting adequate monitoring of such transactions, as 
well as any corrective actions. 
 
 
17. Direction and Coordination. Transactions by Italian or foreign subsidiaries  
 
The Procedure shall also apply to Related Party Transactions and Connected Party 
Transactions:  
(a) that are to be effected in exercise of the Company’s powers of direction and 

coordination over subsidiaries within the meaning of Article 2359 of the Italian 
Civil Code; and  

(b) that are subject to prior assessment and approval by the Company, pursuant to the 
system of delegated powers currently in force. 

 
Authorisation must be obtained from the Company in any event for any and all 
Transactions of Greater Importance with Related Parties and Connected Parties 
Transactions to be effected by Italian or foreign subsidiaries within the meaning of 
Article 2359 of the Italian Civil Code, as well as any and all transactions falling within 
the scope of Article 136 of the Consolidation Law on Banking. 
 
To allow for the prompt and proper implementation of the provisions set forth in 
paragraph 1 above, each subsidiary within the meaning of Article 2359 of the Italian 
Civil Code shall, pursuant to the procedures set forth in Article 19 below, give the 
Company’s Chief Executive Officer and General Manager timely notice of any and all 
Related Party and Connected Party Transactions it intends to approve, together with all 
the information and documents required to ensure compliance with this Procedure. 
 
The corporate bodies and officers vested with decision-making powers in such regard 
shall follow the procedure set forth in Articles 8 and 9 above, in respect of any and all 
transactions that do not fall within the scope of Article 10 above. 
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18. Transactions that Also Fall within the Scope of Application of the Rules 

Governing the Obligations of Bank Officers Pursuant to Article 136 of the 
TUB 

 
The provisions of this Article apply to transactions with Related Party and Connected 
Party Transactions that also fall within the scope of Article 136 of the Consolidation 
Law on Banking (TUB).  
It bears recalling that in the case of a transaction with a party within the scope of 
application of Article 136 of the TUB, the Board of Directors’ resolution must be 
approved unanimously by those present — excluding the vote of the aforementioned 
party involved — and with the favourable vote of the members of the Board of 
Statutory Auditors. 
 
More specifically: 

a) the procedure governed by Article 136 of the TUB applies to credit-related 
transactions with parties who fall solely within the scope of Related Parties 
pursuant to the CONSOB Regulations; 

b) the following provisions apply to credit-related transactions with parties who fall 
solely within the scope of Connected Parties pursuant to the Bank of Italy 
Provisions. 
The Transactions of Lesser Importance with Connected Parties must be 
presented with a full and in-depth information about the reasons underlying each 
and every transaction in question, as well as the advisability of proceeding with 
the latter in light of the substantive fairness of the related terms and conditions.  
The documents informing the approval decision must be summarised in a 
specific report — to be drawn up by the corporate function proposing the 
transaction and duly supported by opinions that may be required to be issued by 
other corporate functions involved — and forwarded to the Committee 
sufficiently ahead of the date by which the latter is to finalise its decision in such 
regard. The documentation must contain complete, adequate information 
regarding the various profiles of the transaction to be approved. The 
documentation is to contain, at the least, information concerning the 
counterparty, type of transaction, conditions, advisability for the Company, 
impact on the interests of the parties involved and the date on which the 
transaction is to be approved. The Committee is to report any deficiencies or 
inadequacies identified in the pre-approval phase to the competent decision-
makers in accordance with the provisions of the system of delegated powers in 
effect at the time.  
In the event of Transactions of Greater Importance, the Committee, or one or 
more of its members specifically entrusted with such task, shall conduct the 
negotiation and preliminary assessment of the transactions in question, on the 
basis of timely and complete information made available to the same. The 
Committee may, through its Chairman or delegates, forward requests for 
information and submit its views to the delegated corporate bodies and officers 
and other persons in charge of negotiating or assessing the proposed transaction. 
Resolutions by the competent body concerning a Transaction of Greater 
Importance or Lesser Importance with a Connected Party that also falls within 
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the scope of application of Article 136 of the TUB must include adequate 
justification concerning: 
- the expedience and advisability from an economic standpoint of the 

transaction for the Bank; 
- the representation of the economic and contractual conditions, as well as 

other profiles characteristic of the transaction, with respect to standard or 
market equivalents. 
 
 

19. Notices to the Company  
 
The Relevant Function of the Company: 

(a) defines and periodically updates the list of Related Parties and Connected 
Parties; 

(b) transmits the list of Related Parties and Connected Parties to the Chief 
Executive Officer and General Manager and the Manager in charge of the 
Company’s financial reports, as well as to subsidiaries;  

(c) notifies all persons and parties concerned of their inclusion in the list of 
Related Parties and Connected Parties.  

 
The Company’s Related Parties and Connected Parties shall give the Relevant Function 
timely notice of any and all the information required to enable the Company to comply 
with the obligations incumbent on the latter pursuant to the CONSOB Regulations, the 
Bank of Italy Provisions and this Procedure. 
 
The Relevant Function: 

(a) sets up and updates the list of Related Party and Connected Party 
Transactions; 

(b) carries out an analysis, at least on a half-yearly basis, with a view to 
identifying all contractual relationships underway with Related Parties and 
Connected Parties; 

(c) contributes towards the drawing up of the interim and annual reports on 
operations by preparing a list of:  

(i) each and every Transaction of Greater Importance effected during the 
accounting period of reference;  

(ii) each and every other Related Party Transaction as defined in Article 
2427, paragraph 2 of the Italian Civil Code, effected during the 
accounting period of reference and significantly impacting the 
Company’s balance sheet or results;  

(iii) changes or developments in Related Party Transactions described in 
the last annual report that had a material effect on the capital position 
or results of the company during the reporting period; and  

(iv) each and every ordinary transaction subject to the disclosure 
obligations imposed under Article 5, paragraph 8, of the Regulations, 
and effected at conditions equivalent to market conditions or 
standard terms, in the event where the said transactions are exempt 
from the publication obligations applicable to Transactions of 
Greater Importance pursuant to Article 5, paragraphs from 1 to 7 of 
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the Regulations;  
(d) forwards the above-mentioned list to the Chief Executive Officer and 

General Manager and the Manager in charge of the Company’s financial 
reports; 

(e) gives the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager and the Corporate 
Affairs Service timely notice of the imminent breach of any of the 
significance thresholds in question; 

(f) draws up and forwards to the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager, 
on a quarterly basis, the information statement to be submitted to the Board 
of Directors and the Board of Statutory Auditors in respect of the conclusion 
of Related Party and Connected Party Transactions; 

(g) drafts and submits to the Board of Directors and Board of Statutory 
Auditors, on a quarterly basis, a report concerning the execution of Highly 
Significant Transactions undertaken by the Bank and its subsidiaries, with 
express indication of those approved despite a negative opinion from the 
Risk Management function; 

(h) draws up and forwards to the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager 
the notices mentioned in Article 13, paragraph 3, sub-paragraph (c)(i) of the 
Regulations, sufficiently in advance to ensure the timely filing thereof with 
CONSOB. 

 
The Company’s Key Management Personnel/Corporate Officers shall give the Relevant 
Function timely notice of any acquisition they or any of their Close Family Members 
may have made of participating interests that entail Control, Joint Control or Significant 
Influence over an entity. 
 
The recipients of the 231 Organisational and Management Model shall be bound to 
promptly report to the Supervisory Board set up pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 231 
of 8 June 2001, as further amended and extended, any departure from or breach or 
suspected breach of the provisions of this Procedure. 
 
 
20. Disclosure to the Public and Supervisory Bodies 
 
Laws and regulations impose disclosure obligations on the Bank that, depending on the 
information to be disclosed, are to be fulfilled through disclosure to the public, 
supervisory bodies or both. 
 

20.1. Disclosure Obligations Imposed by CONSOB Regulations 
 
The following are the disclosure obligations imposed by CONSOB Regulations: 
 

1. Internal procedures: this Procedure, and any amendments to the same, are 
published on the Bank’s website. There is also to be a mention of the procedures 
in the annual report on operations, including in the form of a simple 
reference/referral to the website. Finally, the Board of Statutory Auditors shall 
inform the annual General Shareholders’ Meeting, in its report, of the audit 
activity conducted. 
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2. Transactions of Greater Importance: in cases of Transactions of Greater 

Importance, the Relevant Function, in collaboration with the other company 
functions, shall prepare a disclosure document drafted in accordance with 
Appendix 4 to the CONSOB Regulations. In collaboration with other company 
functions, the Relevant Function shall prepare the disclosure document even 
where, in the course of a given year, it concludes multiple transactions 
consistent in nature with one another or undertaken in execution of a single 
design with the same counterparty, if the transactions concerned, collectively 
considered, exceed the limit that identifies Transactions of Greater Importance. 
The disclosure document shall be published within 7 (seven) days of the 
approval of the transaction by making it available to the public at the company’s 
registered office (either by using the Bank’s website or through the other 
customary channels envisaged for communication with the market). If the 
breach of the threshold is the result of a series of transactions, the deadline for 
disclosure to the public shall be extended to 15 (fifteen) days from the 
transaction that marked the breach of the significance threshold. The disclosure 
document must be accompanied by the opinions of the Committee, Board of 
Statutory Auditors and independent experts, where present. The Relevant 
Function shall submit those documents to CONSOB concurrently with 
disclosure to the public.  

 
3. Transactions of Lesser Importance: without prejudice to the provisions of 

Article 114, paragraph 1, of the TUF, in the event the Committee expresses an 
unfavourable opinion, public disclosure must be made — at the Company’s 
registered offices and pursuant to the procedural formalities specified in Title II, 
Chapter I, of the Rules on Issuers, within 15 (fifteen) days following the end of 
each quarter of the financial year — of a document specifying the counterparty, 
the subject-matter and the consideration of the transactions approved during the 
quarter of reference, as well as the reasons for which the opinion in question was 
disregarded. By the same deadline, the opinion in question must be subject to 
public disclosure as attachment to the aforesaid document or at the Company’s 
corporate website. 

 
4. Ordinary Transactions of Greater Importance: in cases of Ordinary 

Transactions that exceed the Greater Importance threshold, the CONSOB 
Regulations state that the transaction: 

a. must be reported to CONSOB within 7 (seven) days following the related 
resolution (with an indication of the counterparty, the subject-matter and 
the value of each transaction); 

b. must be disclosed in the Interim and Annual Reports as operations for 
which the Company availed of the option to depart from “ordinary” 
disclosure and reporting obligations.  

 

20.2. Disclosure Obligations Imposed by the Bank of Italy Provisions 
 
The following is an account of the disclosure obligations imposed by the Bank of Italy 
Provisions: 
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1. Risk assets: risk assets in relation to Connected Parties shall be reported to the 

Bank of Italy — on an individual and consolidated basis — with the frequency 
and level of detail indicated in the pertinent supervisory reporting provisions.  
 
 

21. Internal Controls  
 
The Bank has adopted control processes meant for ensuring that the risks assumed in 
relation to Connected Parties are properly measured and managed and verifying that 
internal policies and procedures have been properly designed and effectively applied.   
 
Towards this end: 
 
• the Risk and Capital Adequacy Department is responsible for verifying risks — 

including market risks — underlying dealings with Connected Parties, and the 
observance of the limits assigned to the various departments and operating units, as 
well as checks the transactions undertaken by each for consistency with the various 
risk appetite levels set out within the Risk Appetite Framework (RAF); 

 
• the Compliance Service verifies the existence and reliability, on an ongoing basis, of 

procedures and systems suited to ensuring observance of all regulatory obligations, 
as well as those established by internal rules and procedures; if necessary, it also 
supports and collaborates with the Department proposing the transaction and the 
Relevant Function in preparing the documentation informing the approval decision 
to be submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee and the relevant decision-making 
body; 

 
• the Internal Audit function verifies compliance with internal policies, reports any 

anomalies in a timely manner to the control body and the Bank’s top corporate 
bodies and reports periodically to company bodies concerning the total exposure of 
the bank or banking group to risks arising from transactions with Connected Parties 
or from other conflicts of interest; where appropriate, it suggests revisions of 
internal policies and the organisational and control structures deemed suited to 
enhancing oversight of such risks; 

 
• the Committee plays a role of evaluation, support and proposition in the area of the 

organisation and performance of internal controls on the overall activity of assuming 
and managing risks in relation to Connected Parties, as well as a general review of 
the consistency of activity with strategic and managerial guidelines. 

 
 
22. Miscellaneous 
 
The Board of Directors reserves the right to revise this Procedure as required in light of 
concrete experience matured in the course of the implementation of the same, with a 
view to further promoting the transparency and substantive and procedural propriety of 
Related Party and Connected Party Transactions.  
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The Chief Executive Officer and General Manager is henceforth entrusted with the task 
of submitting to the Board, at least once every three years, a proposal to review or 
confirm the Procedure, taking due account, inter alia, of any and all changes in the 
Company’s ownership structure, as well as the effectiveness of the procedural rules as 
gauged on the basis of practical experience.  
 
The Board of Directors vests the Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer and General 
Manager of the Company, jointly and severally, with the broadest powers and authority 
to fully implement and enforce this Procedure. 
 
All of the above is without prejudice to the provisions of Article 2391 of the Italian 
Civil Code, therefore:  

(i) in the event a Related Party or Connected Party Transaction is subject to 
mandatory approval by the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager, and 
the latter bears an interest in the transaction in question, the Chief Executive 
Officer and General Manager shall abstain from any decision-making 
whatsoever in respect of the transaction, referring the matter to the Board of 
Directors, together with a full account of the nature, terms, origin and extent of 
his interest in the transaction;  

(ii) should the Related Party or Connected Party be a member of Key Management 
Personnel or Corporate Officer within the meaning of this Procedure [or one of 
the individuals falling within the scope of subparagraphs (e), (f) and (g)] of the 
definition of Related Party set forth hereinabove, the said member of Key 
Management Personnel or Corporate Officer shall submit to the Board of 
Directors a timely and exhaustive report on the existence of any and all interests, 
even if only potential or indirect, he/she may bear in the transaction, and on the 
circumstances of the same. 

 
Since no departure whatsoever is intended from the provisions of Article 2497-ter of the 
Italian Civil Code, any and all corporate decisions affecting entities subject to direction 
and coordination by the Company, and influenced and informed by such prerogatives of 
direction and coordination, must be supported by sound itemised grounds and a 
statement analytically setting forth the reasons and interests underlying the decisions in 
question. A full account of all such corporate decisions must be provided in the report 
contemplated in Article 2428 of the Italian Civil Code. 
 
Should any of the provisions of the CONSOB Regulations or Bank of Italy Provisions 
be amended, references contained herein to the Articles of the Regulations or Provisions 
shall be deemed to have been made, if the content of the Articles is the same, to the 
Articles of the amended version of the Regulations or Provisions. 
 
The Procedure shall enter into effect on 15 May 2017, supplementing the “Procedure 
for Related Party and Connected Party Transactions and Transactions of Greater 
Importance” as most recently approved by Banca Generali’s Board of Directors on 9 
May 2016. 
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